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and to Siva on the third, excludes any possibility of belief
in the depth of Marsha's Buddhist beliefs. If there were
any doubt as to the strange transformation of feeling
among Buddhists, it would be removed by the benedic-
tion which opens the Nagananda, where the Buddha is
invoked as rallied on his hard-heartedness by the ladies of
Mara's train. The process of accommodation had evidently
gone very far. The philosophy of the age shows equally
the lack of serious interest in the old tenets of Buddhism;
we have the great development of logical studies in lieu
of insistence on the truths of misery and the path to its
removal, while the chef-d'oeuvre of the period outside
Buddhist circles is the complicated and fantastic system
of the Samkhya philosophy, which adequately reflects
the artistic spirit of the time in its comparison of nature
with a dancer who makes her debut, and gracefully retires
from the stage when she has satisfied her audience. The
spirit of Asoka has entirely disappeared' from the royal
families of India, and the courts demanded amusement
with refinement, just as they sought for elegance in art.
The interests of this world are centred in the pleasures of
life, the festivals which amused the court and the people
by the pomp of their celebration from time to time, and
in the intervals the amusements of the palace and the
harem, sports in the water, the game of the swing, the
plucking of flowers, song, dance, pantomime, and such
other diversions as were necessary to while away the end-
less leisure of princes, who left the business of their realms
to ministers and soldiers, while they spared themselves
any fatigue more serious than that of love encounters.
The manners of their princes were aped by their rich
subjects, and there was no dearth of courtiers and
parasites to aid them in their diversions. The man about

